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Welcome to my website. Thanks for visiting.
I hope you find the materials I have posted here to be valuable.  If you have comments on anything, please do not hesitate to contact me.
There are three principal items posted on this website: research papers, essays, and plans. The research papers and book reviews were written for publication in academic journals, though some of them have not been published and some may never be submitted for publication. The essays were written at various times for various purposes. (There are also some pieces that are sort of in-between (not surprising since classification is always crude).
BTW, many people who know me professionally as “Ezra Zuckerman” wonder what the story is with my full name—“Ezra Zuckerman Sivan.”  Conversely, people who know me outside of work tend to become acquainted with me as “Ezra Sivan.” The key thing to know is that I answer to both, so you cannot make a mistake.  If you’re interested in the story, see my About page.
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Recent Research
"When Truth Trumps Facts: Studies on Partisan Moral Flexibility in American Politics."
 Kim, Minjae, Oliver Hahl, Ethan Poskanzer, and Ezra Zuckerman Sivan. American Journal of Sociology. Forthcoming.
"Death of the Salesman, But Not the Sales Force: How Interested Promotion Skews Scientific Valuation."
 Azoulay, Pierre, J. Michael Wahlen, and Ezra Zuckerman Sivan. American Journal of Sociology Vol. 125, No. 3 (2019): 786-845.
"Can a Girl’s Best Friend Be Born in a Lab? The Role of Ritual in Production Process Conservatism."
 Ha, Jae Kyung, Ezra W. Zuckerman Sivan, and Renee Gosline. In Advances in Group Processes, edited by Edward Lawler and S.R.Thye, 1-27. Bingley, UK: Emerald Publishing Limited, 2018.



My Affiliations
 Economic Sociology Program
 MIT Sloan's Economic Sociology is a PhD concentration aimed at training scholars who conduct leading-edge research that applies sociological tools and concepts to gain a deeper understanding of organizations and the economy.
                  


 TIES Group
 MIT Sloan Technological Innovation, Entrepreneurship, and Strategic Management (TIES) Group is proud to be an integral part of MIT’s legendary entrepreneurial ecosystem.
                  


 Sociology@MIT
 The sociologists at MIT help students develop an understanding and appreciation of the social structures that link local experiences and global exchanges.
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The Mission
The mission of the MIT Sloan School of Management is to develop principled, innovative leaders who improve the world and to generate ideas that advance management practice.
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